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What does it mean to be civil to
others? What does it mean to be
ethical? Our March meeting will
be devoted to exploring civility in
the law. How do you interact with
opposing counsel? How do you
interact with your clients? Do
you have a conscience? What
part does conscience play in
your daily business decisions? If
you are like me, you are repeatedly faced with civil and ethical
challenges in your practice. Just
in the last month I have heard
from a former client who wants
to take on his insurance carrier
because they have denied him
benefits under his policy. This
is a client who considers me to
be his “go to lawyer” for his problems, for his friends’ problems,
and for his family’s problems. I
have repeatedly litigated or assisted in resolving disputes in
which he and his family members
and friends have been involved.
During the initial interview, this
person confided in me and told
me that he had given a false
statement to an insurance adjuster during the insurance carrier’s investigation of the claim. I
asked him why he did that. His
answer made it clear that his
false statement was material as
the existence of the claim if determined whether the loss would
be covered. He asked me what
I thought we could do to make
sure that he doesn’t have to pay
for the damage out of his own
pocket. We discussed his case
and I told him I can’t represent
him because he has not told the
truth. He reminded me that as
his attorney I can’t tell the insurance company what I know be-

cause he told me in confidence
as his attorney. He now wants
me to take up his battle against
the insurance company. He is
willing to pay for my time. As
he sat in my office, I was thinking, as a solo practitioner, repeat
clients and referrals from others
are very important and litigating
cases keeps the lights on in my
office. Can I ethically represent
this person in this insurance dispute?
In the past year, I was embroiled
in a battle royale over a contract
dispute. My assistant brought
a letter to me addressed to a
“Patricia” but with a different last
name than mine. She told me
that it was a letter that had been
misdirected to my office. The
sender was the opposing counsel. The letter was addressed to
a “Patricia “who worked for the
insurance company who hired
the attorney. My assistant had
already briefly perused the letter
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and was prepared to tell me what
was in it. She was excited to be
able to share with me the contents of the letter that laid out the
strategy of the attorney in representing his client. Clearly, if I
read the letter it would give me “a
leg up” in understanding how to
defend against the claims made
by this party. As an advocate for
my client, if the information in the
letter could increase my client’s
chances of winning the dispute,
doesn’t that justify my reading
the letter? I quickly recall the difficulties I had with that opposing
counsel in the discovery phase
of the case. He made frivolous
objections and for the most part
refused to answer interrogatories. He did not willingly produce
documents which were not privileged and were responsive to
the discovery requests. It was
only through bringing a motion
to compel that he answered the
discovery. This cost my client
fees and costs. It is his mistake,

Continued on Page 6
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eDiscovery Tips for the
Legal Practitioner:
Adapted from notes for the February 2010 EACBA presentation of the same name by Patricia Turnage and
Gerald R. Prettyman.
by Gerald R. Prettyman
Discovery motions for electronic documents present several problems for all parties and the court. While the 2006 adoption of electronic discovery requirements to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures helped with some guidance, even the additional requirements
in the 2009 California Electronic Discovery Act left holes that the
courts will have to fill. These problems occur in three major ways.
The first problem is that technical advances in electronic device
development outpace the ability to legislate or adjudicate electronic
discovery issues. The problem starts with the definition of an electronic device. “Electronic,” for example, means relating to technology having electrical, digital, magnetic, wireless, optical, electromagnetic, or similar capabilities.1
The obvious examples for discovery purposes would include a
computer and its associated equipment. A couple of less obvious
examples might be the early ‘90’s Xerox 6010 typewriter-printer,
which could be used as a typewriter or connected to a computer
for use as a text-printer, or the much newer wristwatch that uses
electromagnetic fields to provide a person with a clearer focus, better sleep and concentration, and less stress.2 The former is early
hybrid technology in that it used a ribbon, while the latter is clearly
electronic but questionably relevant to discovery. As recently pointed out in the news, even automobiles are now clearly electronic.
Try, however, to comply with a production request for the Internet-surfing refrigerator.3 Thus, the problem is not that the definition
is incorrect, but that almost everything in this era except organicbased products such as paper and furniture, is electronic.
The second problem is that “electronically stored information” (ESI)
is a generic definition for information stored in an electronic medium.4 At retail these are called “electronic storage media” and encompass computer hard drives, floppy disks, flash drives, and even
two devices that we do not consider as electronic storage media.
The first unapparent ESI storage device is present in many commercial offices, large law firms, and increasingly, in the offices of
small business and even solo practitioners. This is the networkconnecting scanner-copier with email capability, also known as the
Multi-Function Copier or All-In-One Printer. The discoverable item
in these devices is a hard drive, which is needed for the complex
programming of the machine, as well as for user-entered email
addresses and telephone numbers, and to store and print user
scanned forms.5 A recent news report mentioned finding significant
quantities of personally identifiable information (PII) on copiers
held for resale in an East Bay warehouse. This information included business transaction documents, tax returns, contact lists, and
mortgage papers.6
Even though most attorneys are now familiar with flash drives,
there is another ESI storage device that is likely to be a surprise.
This is the USB wristwatch, which may be used for copying files to
and from a computer.7 The small size of such ESI storage devices

means when requesting a discovery order, the requesting party
might ask that watches be scrutinized for a USB connection. Based
on pending patent applications, we might soon see Bluetooth devices also used for electronic file storage.8
A third problem is the presence of discoverable information hidden
within documents. This information is called metadata, meaning
embedded information about information.9 The difficulty of metadata is three-fold. First, many people do not know the computer is
embedding this information.
Metadata is present within emails to show the identity of the specific originating electronic device (computer or personal digital assistant), as a well as the network path over which the email traveled to its destination.10 Web pages use metadata in fields such
as keywords, descriptions and copyright assertions to help search
engines categorize the web pages, while other metadata fields tell
computers about the type of computer code used on the web page.
Web browsers also store metadata to help users find web sites
faster, and to help companies track user activity on the web site.
The next problem is determining if the metadata contains any risks.
Office Suite documents, such as those created with Microsoft Office programs, Word, Excel, etc., contain metadata that may in part
be found by clicking on File and then Properties. The Properties
window contains multiple tabs. These tabs show personal information such as the name shown on the startup screen of the computer,
and from the “User Information” tab as shown on the Tools, Options
command. Some companies also record additional detail on the
Properties tabs. Additional discoverable information may be present through the Tools, Track Changes command, which may be
“ON” but not showing the information because “Highlight Changes
on Screen” is not checked.
An associated problem with metadata is that many programs also
embed metadata in the file where the information is not shown
directly by the document creation program, even using the File,
Properties command. The metadata, however, is readable by using
text-editing software or other programs that convert computer code
to readable text. This information may include the name of the user
(even if stripped elsewhere), the name of the folder and subfolders
storing the file, the name and version of the program last used to
edit the file, the data and time of creation, and the settings for the
device or programs creating the document, such as the font styles
and formulas used in the document.
The risk in word-processing documents is that metadata may lead
to trade secret disclosure, and unnecessary or embarrassing depositions (or worse), while spreadsheet and database metadata
include the formulas and relationships that determine the output
financial data used for running the company.11 That a company
must be dragged kicking and screaming into court to make such a
disclosure is an understatement.12
The last problem is controlling this risk, which may be difficult during
discovery given that the rules are stacked against the responding
party. This starts with the request, in that a requesting party may
specify the format for production.13 By format, this means not only
that a requesting party may ask for and receive an electronic file
versus a paper file, but that the requesting party may also request
that the electronic file be in original program format, which is called
“native format,” and includes the metadata. The responding party
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must then provide a written response to the demand and provide a
statement of compliance or of inability to comply or an objection.14
In addition, the responding party also bears the burden to seek a
protective order based on inaccessibility of the material in addition
to making an objection.15
An interesting aspect of the code is that the requesting party shall
take reasonable steps to avoid imposing undue burden or expense
on a person subject to the subpoena.16 While reasonable, this also
makes for an easy comedy skit. Say for example, the requesting party asks for native format files. The producing party says
something like, “No, even though there are 100,000 files, I want
to produce the documents in pdf form so you don’t need to buy
our expensive software (whispers to the side: so I can strip the
metadata.)”17 The requesting party replies, “No, the code says I
can’t burden you, so I’ll just take the files and use viewing software
(whispers to the side: which shows me the metadata, ha, ha, ha.)”
The next scene shows the formerly youthful judge, now on the
Court of Appeals with a wig to the cover the hair loss from pulling
hair out while reading the five Zubulake cases.18 The judge pronounces that after careful consideration, the requesting party supply the court with a list of keywords, the requesting party will then
pay an expert to review a sample of the responding party’s 100,000
files, and that the expert will then tell the court the effectiveness of
the key words and whether other keywords might be better.19 Of
course, the basis of this sampling technique is that the requesting
party has to assume that the keywords and statistics of the sample
are valid.
After sampling the court would rule on the sorting criteria, for which
the responding party would pay20, but that the responding party
could remove privileged material21 and trade secrets before giving
the copies to the requesting party.22 Actually, however, the parties
are supposed to meet and confer before filing discovery motions
and to attest to their good faith efforts to resolve disputes.23 What
happens in real life is another matter.
There are several methods to prevent these problems, although
few are perfect. For routine work, one method is to “Save without
Metadata,” which is available in Corel WordPerfect X3, or use a
metadata stripping program.24 Microsoft claims that Office 2007
has a feature to remove hidden data, and that a plug-in is available
for Office 2003 to remove hidden data. The procedure is listed on
Microsoft’s Support Website.25
As effective, but more burdensome is scanning documents to pdf
or to image (jpg or tiff). The problem with this method is that the
file must be printed and rescanned with text-reading software or
typed by hand to use the information. As this is burdensome to the
requesting party, this practice, if in use, must be stopped when a
litigation hold is in place. Failure to comply is subject to sanction.26
During production, you may request to use redacting software.27
Then, if you have properly saved the metadata-free file, you can
purge (actually, overwrite or ‘wipe’) the original files as part of
planned erasure program28 and if served, cite the absence of the
native files and produce in the copies on hand, as the responding
party need not produce the material again in any other format.29
The adjunct to this method is the important question of when may
files be discarded? The historical basis has been by time or event.
For most people, this might be 7 years to forever.30 One proponent
has suggested basing disposal on the expiration of the reasonable expectation of litigation for which the documents are discover-

able. This rule has the benefit of the California Act over the Federal
Rules, as the Safe Harbor code provides just for these situations.
The Act provides that “sanctions may not be issued … for the loss
of electronic data based on “routine, good faith operation” of electronic information systems, including damaged, altered, or overwritten data, as well as data “lost” as the result of the “routine, good
faith operation of an electronic information system.”31
A more significant problem arises with cell phones and smartphones, as these commonly mingle relevant and discoverable
information with non-relevant personal information. Because the
rules place the burden of proof on the responding party32, the responding party must show that requested information is inaccessible or cannot be searched and produced to avoid production.33
These devices effectively make metadata much easier to acquire.
Because of the newness of smartphones and personal digital assistants, there is little case law to discuss other than Quon, a case of
notoriety briefed last month in FlimFlam. Quon sued Arch Wireless
and the City of Ontario for the release of private text messages to
his employer, the City of Ontario, that Quon made on his employerprovided pager. Quon argued that the City of Ontario agreed to not
review the messages and that an unauthorized administrator made
the request. The matter is now on certiorari to the U.S. Supreme
Court regarding Quon’s expectation of privacy.34
Other cases, however, provide analogy. For example, a plaintiff
employee in an unlawful termination case had to surrender his
home computer for discovery because the employee received the
computer from the employer for work purposes, and expressly consented to the employer’s monitoring of the computer. The court
held that the employee had no reasonable expectation of privacy
even though he used the home computer for personal matters.35
The court did allow the former employee to review the information
and request a protective order.
In another unlawful termination case, the court ordered the plaintiff paralegal to return all documents with references to clients or
services performed for clients, but not of non-privileged, non-confidential email relating to the paralegal’s status as a firm employee.36
How these might affect Quon is uncertain, but employees of employer-issued devices historically lack an expectation of privacy.
Smartphones and personal digital assistants are further disadvantaged in that the prosecution in a criminal case can cite the “finite
memory exception,” which allows police officers to search a pager
for telephone numbers37, and cell phones to a lesser degree.38
Newer devices, of course, are less likely to lose data because of
finite memory, which may support a motion to suppress39. In a current California case, however, the police claimed that breaking the
password on an iPhone was necessary to prevent data loss by
remote wiping, a new technology allowing a user to erase all the
data from another Internet connected device.40
A related problem is recovering deleted telephone numbers and
text messages. Cell phones using the worldwide GSM technology,
AT&T and Sprint, for example, contain a separate flash memory
device called a SIM card. The SIM card holds data, including text
messages, which may be recovered even though deleted, unless
the memory location is overwritten, or the SIM card is erased. Thus,
deleted messages may be recovered. Verizon cell phones, on the
other hand, do not have a SIM card, and use power to save messages. A deleted message is lost from the device once the device
is powered off.
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This does not mean the deleted message is actually gone forever.
Anyone can request a subpoena, and if granted, serve the subpoena on the cellular carrier, on whose servers the telephone numbers
and text messages exist until if and when the cellular carrier erases
them. As the Patriot Act debacle with AT&T showed, some carriers
would capitulate to an FBI or other agency administrative subpoena, i.e. a search without a valid warrant.41 Similarly, a subscriber
might think she or he could similarly seek the same information for
his or her own records for a civil action. Alas, the cellular carriers
have been known to deny even a judicially signed subpoena, on
grounds that the other person’s privacy might be violated.
Consequently, while smartphones and other personal digital assistants have great benefits, users should use caution when mingling
electronic files for business and personal use.42
1 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2016.020 (d).
2 Frequency Technology, http://www.philipstein.com/frequencytech.aspx.
3 LG Internet Refrigerator is at The Heart of The Digital Home Network, PRNews-

wire, Jan. 14, 2002, http://www.beststuff.com/fromthewire/lg-internet-refrigerator-is-at-the-heart-of-the-digital-home-network.html.
4 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2016.020 (e).
5 “Hold Your Breaches, Your Office Copier/Printer May Present Information Security Risks”, CHIPS, January - March 2010, p. 35, http://www.chips.navy.mil/archives/10_jan/PDF/Navy_Privacy.pdf.
6 Office Copiers Can Present Identity Theft Risk, CBS 5 Investigates With Anna
Werner, 2/5/2010, http://cbs5.com/investigates/copier.identity.theft.2.1471886.html.
7 USB Memory Watch, http://www.thinkgeek.com/gadgets/watches/9771/.
8 Mobile storage device with wireless bluetooth module attached thereto, United
States Patent Application 20050107120, http://www.freepatentsonline.com/
y2005/0107120.html.
9 U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, Coastal & Marine Geology
InfoBank, http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/infobank/programs/html/definition/fmeta.html.
10 After opening the email, click File, Properties. Depending on the program, you
may see part of all of the metadata, or you may need to click a tab or button to
see the “Message Source.” Although webmail, such as Yahoo or Gmail does not
directly show the metadata, the information is still present, and is easily recoverable by saving the messages using a backup program such as Gmail Backup, or
Yahoo MailPlus.
11 Williams v. Sprint, 2005 WL 2401626 (D. Kan. 2005), Spotlight on Metadata: A
District Court Magistrate Warns That Your Documents Are About to be Revealed,
12/2005, http://www.bingham.com/Media.aspx?MediaID=2355.
12 1100 West, LLC v. Red Spot Paint & Varnish Co., Inc., 2009 WL 1605118 (S.D.
Ind. June 5, 2009). (Client held to have purposely withheld material documents
during discovery. Law firm held liable for failure to advise and guide client regarding materiality.)
13 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.030(a)(2).
14 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.210(a).
15 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.210(d).
16 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1985.8(j).
17 Strasser v. Yalamanchi, 669 So.2d 1142 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 1996), review
denied, 805 So. 2d 810 (Fla. 2001) (Reversing unlimited access on grounds of proprietary business files and statutorily protected patient information.)
18 I’m bald; I can say that.
19 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.010(e). (A party may demand that … someone
acting on that party’s behalf … sample (ESI) … of the party on whom the demand
is made.)
20 Zubulake v. Warburg, multiple citations, (S.D.N.Y. 2003-2004). See http://www.
krollontrack.co.uk/zubulake/.
21 Cal. Code Civ. Proc.§ 2031.285. (A receiving party shall immediately sequester
the alleged privileged information and either (1) return the specified information
and any copies that may exist, or (2) present the information to the court conditionally under seal with a motion to have the asserted privilege declared “waived” in
accordance with traditional waiver principles.)
22 DaimlerTruck North America LLC v. Younessi, 2008 WL 2519845 (W.D. Wash. June
20, 2008) (Granting non-party to perform the search and protects its trade secrets.)
23 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2023.010.
24 As is available from workshare.com. No recommendation or endorsement to any
particular product is expressed or inferred.
25 The Remove Hidden Data tool for Office 2003 and Office XP. Article ID: 834427
- Last Review: June 26, 2009 - Revision: 6.1, http://support.microsoft.com/default.
ASPx?kbid=834427.

Ajaxo, Inc. et al., v. Bank of America Technology and Operations, Inc., 2008
U.S. LEXIS 97602 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 2, 2008). (Plaintiff produced CDs in a nonsearchable format and was ordered to pay costs and fees relating to Motion for
Sanctions and re-depose of expert witness.)
27 For more information, see Redacting with Confidence: How to Safely Publish Sanitized Reports Converted From Word to PDF, National Security Agency,
12/13/2005, available at http://www.metadatarisk.org/collateral/download_files/
nsa-redact.pdf. For software, see bluebeam.com or rapidredact.com.
28 Deleting a file does not actually erase the information. Use wiping, a.k.a. erasing
software such as Eraser, see http://eraser.heidi.ie/.
29 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.280(d)(2).
30 The Boston Globe reported that Lizzie Borden’s defense papers were still in storage, more than 100 years after her trial. http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1P28571332.html.
31 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. §§ 2031.060(i)(1) and 2031.300(d)(1).
32 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.310(d).
33 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 2031.210(d).
34 Quon v. Arch Wireless Operating Co., Inc., 529 F.3d 892 (9th Cir. 2008), cert.
granted sub nom. City of Ontario v. Quon, No. 08-1332, 2009 WL 1146443 (Dec.
14, 2009) (considering the Ninth Circuit’s conclusions regarding the officers’ expectations of privacy). In addition, the court also denied certiorari as to Arch Wireless’ petition for review of the Ninth Circuit’s interpretation and application of the
Stored Communications Act; Arch Wireless became USA Mobility Wireless, Inc.
after the company’s merger with Metrocall, Inc. Quon v. Arch Wireless Operating
Co., Inc., 529 F.3d 892 (9th Cir. 2008), cert. denied sub nom. USA Mobility Wireless, Inc. v. Quon, No. 08-1472, 2009 WL 1513112 (Dec. 14, 2009).
35 TBG Ins. Serv. Corp. v. the Super. Ct. of La. (Cal. App., 2002).
36 Bedwell v. Fish & Richardson P.C., 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88595 (S.D. Cal.
Dec. 3, 2007).
37 U.S. v. Ortiz, 84 F.3d 977 (7th Cir. 1996).
38 U.S. v. Finley, 477 F.3d 250 (5th Cir. 2007), cert. denied, 549 U.S. 1353 (2007).
39 U.S. v. Park, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 40596, 2007 WL 1521573 (N.D. Cal.
2007).
40 People v. Taylor, Superior Ct of Cal., County Of San Mateo, Case No.: SC070057
(NF388922A).
4118 U.S.C. § 2703(b), §2705(a) (delayed notification).
42 For more information, see Security Best Practices, Document Security, available
at http://www.metadatarisk.org/best_practice/best_prac_overview.htm.
26

Gerald R. Prettyman is a Patent and Intellectual Property Attorney.
His practice focus is on protecting and developing ideas and inventions into thriving enterprises. His website is http://GotABrightIdea.
com. Please email comments to grplaw@gmail.com.
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Simple Chronology of a Divorce Case
By: Katharine F. Hooker

During a divorce, the legal process itself is often confusing for most
people. You are most likely wondering, “What happens after someone hires an attorney?”
Initial Filing: The attorney’s office will usually prepare all of the
client’s paperwork. There is a Petition, (For the initiating party of
the dissolution of marriage/legal separation) or your Response to
the Petition (If the other spouse initiated the dissolution of marriage/legal separation). The client’s documents are then signed
and filed with the court.
Immediate Concerns / Temporary Orders: An attorney will discuss and evaluate the most immediate issues in a case which need
to be resolved, e.g. child custody/visitation, child support, spousal
support, disposition of the family residence, or any other temporary
orders that must be addressed at the very beginning of a case.
The attorney may file a “Order to Show Cause” or a “Notice of
Motion” which will get the client a court date (hearing) in the event
that the parties are unable to reach an agreement on the issues in
dispute.
Negotiations: The attorney will attempt to resolve the issues raised
in a motion with the opposing counsel (or the opposing party if he/
she is unrepresented) prior to the scheduled court hearing. The attorney may negotiate on the client’s behalf until a reasonable offer
is attained. The attorney should always relay all reasonable settlement offers to the client. Only the client can accept or reject an
offer. These negotiations are often performed via telephone calls,
letters, or outside of the courtroom on the day of the hearing.
4-Way Meeting: The attorney may discuss with a client whether
a 4-Way meeting would be a beneficial use of time and effective
means of solving the problems that the parties are facing. Both parties meet in the conference room of either attorney’s office to informally discuss the issues and attempt to reach an agreement. Any
agreement will then be prepared by one of the attorneys, signed by
the parties, and submitted to the court in lieu of appearing at the
scheduled hearing.
Hearing: If parties are unable to reach an agreement before the
scheduled court date, the client will attend the court hearing with
their attorney. The court can make decisions regarding only the issues that were raised in the motion.
Hearings are held whenever there are specific issues which need
to be resolved. A hearing is up to 20 minutes in duration. Therefore,
the issues raised must be narrowed down and specific in nature.
Hearings are the most common method for resolving family law
disputes pending the final dissolution.
Long Cause Hearings are scheduled when an issue is too complicated for the court to resolve in 20 minutes or less. These hearings
may include witness testimony if appropriate.
Trial generally occurs only at the very end of a case to resolve all of
the remaining issues upon which the parties were unable to agree,
such as the final division of the property and permanent support. It
is important to note that, traditionally, less than 1% of all family law
matters actually proceed to trial.
Permanent Issues / Marital Settlement Agreement or Final
Judgment: The finish line for a dissolution is resolution on all of
the issues in the case. An agreement on all issues regarding the

children (if applicable), financial support, debt obligations, and the
division of property can be embodied in a Marital Settlement Agreement (MSA) or Stipulated Judgment that either attorney can prepare for the parties’ signatures. The MSA would be incorporated
into a Final Judgment.
If the parties are unable to reach an agreement on all of the issues,
the court will decide the remaining issues at trial and it’s decision
will constitute the Final Judgment.
In either scenario, the dissolution of marriage would be final.
Thereafter, and unless prohibited by the Judgment, the court will
only be able to make changes to the permanent agreement if there
are substantial changes regarding child custody/visitation or child
support/spousal support that are significant enough to warrant the
court to review a new dispute. This is unlike the temporary orders
which may be reviewed by the court at any time if circumstances
warrant a change.
Parties may reach a Final Judgment as early in the case as they
like, provided they are in agreement. However, under California
Law, there is a mandatory six(6) month waiting period to have the
marital status terminated. This means that the parties must remain
married until six months and 1 day after the responding party was
served with the Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. If parties are
able to reach agreements on all issues within the six month waiting
period, a Final Judgment can be prepared and filed with the court
and the marital status may be terminated on the first date possible
following the mandatory period.
If a Case Must Go To Trial?: If parties are unable to reach an agreement on ALL issues, the case will proceed to trial. The attorney will
appear at a Status Conference on the client’s behalf to schedule
dates for the court to manage the case and move it towards final
resolution. The attorney may schedule a Settlement Conference
and Trial once the discovery is complete.
q Status Conference - The attorney will appear at Court without
the client to advise the Court on the status of settlement discussions and/or schedule future court dates or discovery deadlines.
q Settlement Conference - Client and the attorney appear at
Court with the other party and his or her Attorney. The judge will
discuss the remaining issues in dispute with the attorneys and assist them in reaching a final settlement on all matters. The judge
generally does not hear directly from the parties at a settlement
conference. The parties and counsel meet together in the hallway
outside the courtroom or in a conference room at the court and attempt to resolve all issues at the Settlement Conference.
q Trial - Client and the attorney appear at Court where the judge
may once again encourage the parties to participate in settlement
discussions. If the parties are still unable to reach an agreement on
all issues, the court will commence the trial. Trial can last anywhere
from a few hours to a few days (or weeks in the very rare instance).
Lay and/or expert witnesses may be called to testify. Both parties
are both likely to testify and be subject to cross examination. At the
conclusion of the trial, the court will decide each issue and render
a final judgment.
Then the divorce case is finished....unless a party APPEALS!
Katharine F. Hooker practices Family Law with Abramson & Thaete,
LLP, in Livermore, and has served as President of EACBA. You
can reach Katharine at 925-447-3322 or katharine@a-tlaw.com.
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High Interest Loans – Is There a Problem?
By Steve R. Sherman

In this economy, it can be extremely difficult and time consuming
for borrowers to obtain financing from commercial lenders. Even in
better times, there were always hard money lenders willing to make
loans that were outside of the comfort of commercial lenders. But
now, borrowers may be forced to turn to hard money lenders for
what would otherwise be considered regular loans.
Is this a problem? Consider the case of Borrower Smith who was
told by commercial lenders there was such a backlog that he should
turn elsewhere. So he found a hard money lender willing to step in.
The cost? The interest rate would be 18%. With no prepayment
penalty, Smith was perfectly fine taking the loan at that rate figuring
he would refinance it at a lower rate in six months or so.
So is Smith a victim? He certainly didn’t consider himself to be
one and was even glad to be able to get the loan. And the lender
was satisfied with the deal as well. Later, however, Smith spoke
with an attorney who advised him the loan may be in violation of
the usury laws.
What exactly are usury laws? Stated simply, the usury laws protect
the public from “loan sharks.” The California Constitution sets the
maximum interest that can be charged on loans for personal, family
or household purposes at 10% per year.
For other loans, the maximum allowable rate is the currently still
10% as well (the higher of 10%, or 5 points over the federal rate).
Why should you know or care about the usury laws? Because the
penalties for violating them are severe. First, any interest provision in an agreement which seeks too much interest is void. (Civil
Code sec. 1916-2) In other words, the interest rate is effectively
rewritten to be “0” for the entire duration of the loan. That’s a lot of
money lost. Since the parties cannot agree to violate the law, it is
immaterial that Smith was originally content paying 18%.
In addition, the borrower may be entitled to recover treble damages
for the interest which was paid for the prior one year. Finally, criminal penalties may be imposed against the lender since the receipt
of improper interest is a felony. (Civil Code sec. 1916-3).
How could these laws remain relatively unknown since they have
such severe consequences? The answer is that there are so many
transactions and loans that fall into the “exceptions” to the usury
laws that most people do not even know that there is a 10 percent
limit. In fact, there are so many exceptions that the California Supreme Court noted in Ghirardo v. Antonioli (1994) 8 Cal.4th 791,
807 that “the usury law is complex and is riddled with so many exceptions that the law’s application itself seems to be the exception
rather than the rule.”
What are some of the exceptions? Loans made by commercial
lenders and mortgage brokers are not governed by these statutes.
There is also a related exemption for any loan or forbearance made
or arranged by any person licensed as a real estate broker in the
State of California. These classifications rule out most of the transactions we deal with in our daily lives.
As a separate matter, the transaction may not be a loan (or a “forbearance”, which is an agreement to extend the time for payment
of the obligation). The “credit-sale” exemption applies where the
transaction is really a sale. A seller may offer to sell at a designated
price for cash or a much higher price on credit. A credit sale will

not constitute usury even where there is a great difference between
the two prices.
The distinction between whether something is a sale or a usurious
loan is often not clear. The answer can only be decided on a case
by case basis as question of fact. As noted by the Supreme Court
in Boerner v. Colwell Co. (1978) 21 Cal.3d 37, 44, the Court will
look behind the form of the transaction and consider the substance
to determine whether the form “was a mere subterfuge to conceal
a usurious transaction.” Keep in mind, even where the interest rate
is stated as 10% (or less), the Court may add fees, points, commissions, or other items and find the actual interest rate to exceed the
10% limit. This means a loan that does not appear on its face to
violate the usury laws may still be found to have improper interest.
This is a complicated area of the law with many intricacies. While
most of the transactions you are involved in may be subject to one
of the several “exceptions,” make sure that you keep the usury
laws in mind when entering into future transactions.
Steve Sherman, of Toby & Sherman, is a trial attorney practicing
in the areas of business and real estate. Toby & Sherman, 4309
Hacienda Drive, Suite 350, Pleasanton, CA 94588, ssherman@
tobysherman.com .

President’s Message Continued from Page 1
not mine, that resulted in his letter being misdirected to my office.
I have a right to read the letter because he has not played fair. Yet
there is a nagging feeling that tells me that it would not be right. Do
I listen to that voice or block it out and read the letter? If presented
with this scenario, what would you have done? Would you have
read the letter and then sent it back to the attorney sender? Would
you put the letter in the envelope without reading it first?
How does civility apply to this scenario, if it does at all? Can you
be unethical if you are civil to opposing counsel? Can you be civil
to opposing counsel while still being unethical? Do these two go
together like “ham and eggs”?
How often have you sent out a deposition notice without clearing
the date with opposing counsel? Are you being civil when you do
talk with opposing counsel and clear the dates? Is that what being
civil means?
Is civility in your practice? What about the time you worked on a
case when opposing counsel set depositions without first clearing
dates with you? Do you turn around and do the same thing or do
you make a call to his office to clear dates on his calendar? Same
situation but now the deposition notice is for your experts. You are
served with the Notices while you are awaiting a call back from
opposing counsel’s office, promising to clear dates for his and his
experts’ calendars. Was she plotting all along to jump in first with
a notice of deposition? There is an unspoken rule invoked by attorneys who are preparing for trial: “I noticed your expert’s deposition first, so I have a right to depose your expert before you depose
mine.” Are his actions civil? Are they ethical? If you are acting as
an advocate for your client and the goal is to win, does civility have
a place in your practice if it means you can gain an advantage over
the other party by your actions, regardless whether they are civil
or not?
Do civility and ethics matter if it means you are being a strong advocate for your client and want her to win? Join us at our March
19 meeting where we will discuss civility, what it means and why it
should matter to you while being a strong advocate for your client.
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MEMBERS ADVERTISING

March MCLE Luncheon
The Eastern Alameda County Bar Association
March luncheon is scheduled for Friday,

FOR RENT
Pleasanton office for rent at Signature Center.

Share space with estate attorney James J. Phillips.
Call or email him at mail@jamesjphillips.com 463-1980.

March 19, 2010
12 Noon to 1:30 PM
Pleasanton Hilton • 7050 Johnson Drive

TOPIC: “Civility Matters”
in the Practice of Law.
A panel of three, Ralph Lombardi of Lombardi, Loper & Conant,
LLP in Oakland, Richard H. Schoenberger of Walkup, Melodia,
Kelly & Schoenberger in San Francisco, and the Honorable
Ronald M. Sabraw (Ret. Alameda County Superior Court)
of JAMS will present the program presented by The American
Board of Trial Advocates in partnership with JAMS. These
well-respected plaintiff and defendant attorneys will provide
entertaining examples of uncivil behavior, while Judge Sabraw
will add his perspective from the bench. The panel of experts
will provide guidance to all of us, regardless of areas of
practice and age.
You will be reminded about how to act civilly in your zealous
representation of your clients without becoming that textbook
example of someone who is caught up in a “downward spiral
of civil behavior.”
Cost of lunch is $25 for members, $30 for nonmembers
and $20 for staff. Payment is collected at the door.
Please RSVP no later than Wednesday, February 17, 2010
to Pat Parson at eacbalaw@aol.com or
by phone message to Pat at 510-581-3799.
One hour of MCLE credit will be given.
EACBA certifies that it is State of California
approved MCLE provider.

Office Space For Rent

We have an office for rent, parking and waiting room. We are asking
$900 with all utilities included, quiet, private and alarmed. Located in
Livermore, near the downtown area at 487 South “J” Street.
If you are interested, please contact us at (925) 449-9093 or email us
at: lawoffice@livermoreattorney.com

ATTORNEY SERVICES
DIGITAL TRANSCRIPTION AVAILABLE
Need a pleading typed up quickly? Need an Attachment to Judgment
typed up right away? Have correspondence that just can’t wait? Dictate
from the comfort of your office or home -- download it from your computer to mine! Over 27 Years Experience | Quick Turn-Around Time |
References Available
Member of LAVLPA | CONTACT: LIZ PRISTIA at (925) 980-0950 or
THE OTHER BAR
Free confidential assistance to lawyers, judges, paralegals and law students
with substance abuse problems. Weekly Other Bar 12-Step Meetings are
held in many areas, and others are being established. For times and locations, or to start a meeting in your area, contact the number or website
below.
Provider of Certified MCLE Instructors

REFERRALS

Any EACBA member wishing to place
a classified ad in the Flim Flam may
do so for no charge by emailing
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com.
Ads will be published on a space
available basis and a publication date cannot be guaranteed. Ads for law
office related materials will have
publication priority.

PERSONAL INJURY REFERRALS REQUESTED
Over 25 years experience representing injury victims. Practice dedicated
solely to Personal Injury. Each client given prompt, courteous attention.
Please call Mark V. Murphy, Attorney, we have both Antioch and San
Ramon Offices Call 925-552-9900.
Referrals sought for: Debt collection,
judgment enforcement, creditors’ rights cases
Pleasanton attorney. Fully experienced in all aspects of debt collection
cases, creditors’ rights cases, judgment enforcement, and related matters.
We succeed in enforcing judgments and debts where others fail. Designated
a Certified Specialist in Creditors’ Rights (American Board of Certification). Designated a Super Lawyer of Northern California (Law & Politics
Magazine). Also experienced in complex business litigation and complex
commercial litigation. More than 27 years of civil litigation experience.
Free initial telephone consultation. Call Stephen G. Opperwall at (925)
417-0300, or e-mail to steve.opperwall@comcast.net
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Eastern Alameda
County Bar
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FLIM FLAM

Well, even a restaurant

The Flim Flam is produced by:
Law Offices of

reviewer has to eat
sometime . . . otherwise,

Cynthia L. M. Brown

we wouldn’t have those
fabulous restaurant reviews
we so look forward to.

6200 Stoneridge Mall Rd, #300
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Phone: (925) 461-1944
cynthia@brownlawcpa.com

Please visit the back page
of the next issue of
Flim Flam for more
reviews that you won’t

Executive Director

want to miss!

Pat Parson

Board of Directors
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to be reviewed, please
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Josh Reed
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Cynthia@BrownLawCPA.com.
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Treasurer
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J. Michael Brown
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